Deformed spinal needle causing PDPH and dry tap due to blood clot
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Abstract: Postdural puncture headache (PDPH) is a significant complication of spinal anesthesia. There is considerable variability in the incidence of PDPH, which is affected by a number of factors including age, gender, pregnancy, and needle type and size. We present a case where a patient had PDPH after a spinal block with a deformed spinal needle due to calcified interspinous ligaments. We suggest, in the elderly patient with possible ligament calcification, an introducer needle should be used to achieve the spinal block and if there are multiple attempts then the needle should be checked for damage in between. Also, change in the resistance from previous tries or a gritting sensation during needle insertion should be taken seriously and the needle checked before further attempts are made.
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Introduction
Postdural puncture headache (PDPH) is a significant complication of spinal anesthesia. There is considerable variability in the incidence of PDPH, which is affected by a number of factors including age, gender, pregnancy, and needle type and size.1 Spinal needle damage has been mentioned in the literature in cases of difficult spinal block, but the problem of increased chances of PDPH even with a smaller gauge spinal needle with damaged tip has not been highlighted in the literature. Also, the increased chances of bleeding and consequent obstruction of the spinal needle by formation of blood clot can mimic a dry tap. This may prompt the operator to repeat efforts and thus increase the dural puncture attempts. We present a case which resulted in PDPH after spinal block with a deformed spinal needle due to calcified interspinous ligaments.

Case report
A 65-year-old, 75 kg male was posted for emergency above knee amputation for wet gangrene of the right lower limb. Preanesthetic evaluation revealed normal hemogram, renal and liver function tests, and prothrombin time. However electrocardiogram (ECG) revealed poor progression of the R wave in the leads V1 to V5. Echocardiography revealed hypokinesia of the septum, anterior, and anterolateral wall. Left ventricular ejection fraction was 40%-45%. Doppler of the right lower limb revealed arterial thrombosis with no flow in the popliteal artery or distal branches. Since it was an emergency surgery, the patient was immediately shifted into the operating room. ECG, pulse oximeter, and noninvasive blood pressure (NIBP) were attached. Arterial cannula in the left radial artery was secured under local anesthesia. Unilateral spinal anesthesia was planned. Under all aseptic precautions, a spinal block
was attempted in the left lateral position by midline approach using a 25 G Quincke needle in the L3–4 interspace. Due to calcification of the ligaments, it was difficult to negotiate the needle and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) could not be tapped in two attempts. The next attempt was made by a senior anesthesiologist who was able to feel the click of dural puncture after two more attempts. After removing the stylet, though the CSF was coming, flow was inadequate. Intrathecal administration of the drug was attempted, but could not be given successfully because of resistance. CSF flow was rechecked and again, flow was inadequate, but a small clot was visible near the hub coming out of the lumen of the spinal needle. With the help of the stylet, the clot was removed, after which free flow of the CSF could be observed and the drug could be administered successfully.

After removing the needle, we observed that the beveled tip of the spinal needle was bent. Adequate subarachnoid block was achieved and surgery completed uneventfully. On postoperative day one, the patient complained of headache, typically in the occipital region. Pain was managed conservatively with fluids and analgesics. The patient’s headache gradually subsided by the fifth postoperative day and the patient was discharged on fourteenth day.

Discussion
Elderly patients may have calcified ligaments causing difficulty during insertion of a spinal needle. One option available in such cases is to use a larger gauge needle, but the chance of PDPH increases with this change. A paramedian approach may also be considered in such patients. In our case, although we used the 25 G needle for spinal block, the patient still developed PDPH. Both needle diameter and its tip design have been considered as predictors of PDPH. Another possibility that we want to highlight is the presence of the bent beveled tip end of the spinal needle. In our case, during the multiple needle insertion attempts, the beveled end bent and as a result, when we were able to tap the CSF, the entry of the bent spinal needle tip may have made a larger hole or tear in the dura, resulting in PDPH. Moreover, during removal of the spinal needle another tear may have occurred in the dura as the needle was rotated to ensure a good flow of the CSF.

Contact with bone during insertion may lead to spinal needle tip deformation and these damaged needle tips could lead to an increase in the size of the subsequent dural tear. Recent in vivo studies have demonstrated that the cutting type spinal needle is more likely to be deformed after bony contact than comparably-sized pencil-point needles. However, no in vivo or in vitro work has yet demonstrated an increase in the size of dural perforation when damaged needles are used.

Our reason for believing this was a possibility in our case was the presence of a clot that came out through the spinal needle along with CSF. The likely etiology is that multiple attempts at spinal anesthesia traumatized the epidural vessels more so with the bent beveled end. The blood clot could have become entangled at the bent end and when the stylet was removed, the entangled clot at the tip came along with the CSF.

In one study, damage to the tips of Quincke type needles was studied using electron micrographs and around 15% of the needles were observed to be bent after performing a spinal block. A puncture with a bone contact was associated with evident tip damage in 7% of cases and holes made by needles exhibited an “open tin can” appearance. Similar observations of deformed tips in Whitacre spinal needles as well as cut-bevel point needles were noted after microscopic examination and the author of one study believed that these microdeformations may be the cause of anatomical damage.

We should be aware of even small resistance during spinal needle insertion because of the possibilities of severe deformation and injury of the anatomical structures or of dramatic in situ breakage of the spinal needle. We should also be vigilant with respect to bone contact of the spinal needle because damaged needle points can cause dural lacerations with subsequent cerebrospinal fluid leakage.

In a testing laboratory, the force necessary to bend 22- and 24-gauge Sprotte, 22- and 25-gauge Whitacre, and 22- and 25-gauge Quincke needles was measured using an Instron gauge (Instron Corp., Canton, MA) after microscopic verification of needle uniformity. The effects of lateral and axial forces were evaluated in separate experiments. The force needed to bend the Sprotte needles was less than that needed for the Whitacre and Quincke needles of similar size when lateral or axial pressure was applied. Examination of the needle tips demonstrated that the Sprotte needles were most likely to bend at the needle window, while the Quincke and Whitacre needles deformed at the point of clamping.

In our case, we failed to examine the needle tip between insertion attempts, which led to the postoperative PDPH. Also, the needle that we used did not have an introducer and therefore increased the chance of damage to the spinal needle. We suggest, in the elderly patient with possible ligament calcification, one should use an introducer needle to achieve the spinal block and in the case of multiple insertion attempts, the needle should be checked each time. Also, any
change in the resistance from previous attempts or a gritting sensation during needle insertion should be taken seriously and the needle checked before further attempts are made.
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